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Safeguarding Children & Vulnerable Adults Club 
Policy

Orpington Football Club acknowledges its responsibility to safeguard the welfare of all
children and vulnerable adults involved in Orpington football Club from harm.

Orpington Football Club affirms that it adheres to the Football Association's Safeguarding 
Policy and the procedures, practices and guidelines therein. Orpington Football Club endorses
and adopts the Policy Statement contained in that document.

 A child is anyone under the age of 18 engaged in any football activity. However, where a 17 
year old player is playing in the adult game it is essential that every reasonable precaution is 
taken to ensure his safety and wellbeing are protected.

A vulnerable adult is someone over the age of 18 years who is or may be in need of 
community care services by reason of disability, age or illness; and is or may be unable to 
take care of unable to protect him or herself against significant harm or exploitation

The Key Principles of the FA Safeguarding Children & Vulnerable Adults Policy are that:

 The welfare of the child or vulnerable adult (as appropriate) is, and must 
always be, paramount to any other considerations.

 All participants regardless of age, gender, ability or disability, race, faith, 
culture, size, shape, language or sexual identity have the right to protection
from abuse or harm.

 All allegations or suspicions of abuse, neglect, harm and poor practice will 
be taken seriously and responded to swiftly, fairly and appropriately.

 Working in partnership with other organisations, statutory agencies, 
parents, carers, children and young people is essential for the welfare of 
children and young people.

 Children have a right to expect support, and personal and social 
development delivered by an appropriately recruited, vetted and managed 
in relation to their

 Participation in football, whether they are playing, volunteering or 
officiating in the community or professional areas of the sport.

Orpington Football Club recognises that all children have the right to participate in sport in a 
safe, positive and enjoyable environment whilst at the same time being protected from abuse, 
neglect, harm and poor practice. Orpington Football Club recognises that this is the 
responsibility of everyone involved, in whatever capacity, at the club.

Orpington Football Club will implement and comply with the FA Code of Conduct and the 
Codes of Conduct for Coaches, Spectators and Officials as appropriate. Orpington Football 
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Club will ensure its spectators, parents, members and officials are all aware of and have 
accepted the club Photographic Policy as set out in the club welcome pack and on the website.

Orpington Football Club will endeavour to comply with the Guidance for Websites as set out 
on the FA website.

The Club Safeguarding Officers are  

Jason Loom who can be contacted on
Mobile: 07905063463
Landline:
Email: jloomofc@gmail.co.uk

Steve Hall who can be contacted on
Mobile: 07825 830328
Landline:  01689813189
Email: stevechrissy@hotmail.com

If you witness or are aware of an incident where the welfare of a child or vulnerable adult
has been put at risk you must in the first instance inform the Club Safeguarding Officer.
They will then inform the CB Safeguarding Manager and the FA Safeguarding Executive. If
an incident involves the Club Safeguarding Officer you should inform the Club Secretary or 
Club Chairman and  the County FA Safeguarding Officer.

All members of Orpington Football Club who have a regular supervisory contact with 
children or a management responsibility for those working with children must undertake an 
FA Enhanced Criminal Records Bureau disclosure with the FA Criminal Records Check
policy. In addition each person is required to complete a criminal records check and will be
required to repeat that check every three years. Should such a member of the club receive 
a criminal conviction or caution, they should inform the Club Welfare Officer immediately to 
allow the club to complete a risk assessment. A conviction does not automatically disbar a 
person from involvement in football.

Orpington Football Club will ensure that all its members, whether they are coaches, parents, 
players or officials will comply with the Best Practice Guidance as issued by the FA. In 
summary, the following are NOT acceptable and will be treated seriously by the club and may
result in disciplinary action being taken by the club, the CB or the FA:

 Working alone with a child, children, vulnerable adult, or adults.
 Consuming alcohol whilst responsible for children or vulnerable adults.
 Providing alcohol to children or allowing its supply.
 Smoking in the presence of children whilst leading activities.
 Humiliating children or vulnerable adults.
 Inappropriate or unnecessary physical contact with a child or vulnerable adult.
 Participating in, or allowing, contact or physical games with children or vulnerable 

adults.
 Having an intimate or sexual relationship with any child or vulnerable adult 

developed as a result of being in a ‘position of trust.’
 Making sexually explicit comments or sharing sexually explicit material.
 Inappropriate contact with children or vulnerable adults via social media or texting

Orpington Football Club manages the changing facilities and arranges for them to be 
supervised by two adults (FA CRB checked) of the appropriate gender for the players using 
the facilities. Orpington Football Club ensures that all its coaches, parents, officials and 
spectators are aware that adults must not change at the same time, using the same facilities as 
children or vulnerable adults.
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Orpington Football Club will ensure that its coaches and team managers will receive the 
support and training considered appropriate to their position and role. The FA codes of 
conduct for coaches and club officials have been fully adopted by the Club

Any events held on Orpington Football Club premises, or in the Club's name on other 
premises, must comply with this Policy and if appropriate a Safeguarding Plan should be 
discussed and circulated to those affected. Any tours, overseas or domestic, undertaken by 
Orpington Football Club must comply with the relevant FA Regulations and Guidance 
relating to tours and will require a full risk assessment to be completed.

Signed on behalf of Orpington FC

--------------------------------------------

Steve Hall
Chairman
Orpington FC
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Guidelines for the Safeguarding of Children, Young
People and Vulnerable Adults

1. Introduction

Orpington Football Club (OFC) wishes to ensure that all those taking part in Football 
are able to do so, protected and kept safe from harm while they are with coaches and /
or volunteers. This is particularly true in respect of children and vulnerable adults.

With this in mind OFC recognises that we have a duty towards all those taking part in 
football activities ensuring that support is provided to ensure all can be done with the 
highest possible standards of care.

All coaches should have a clear understanding of operating within an appropriate code
of conduct, aware of what their ‘duty of care’ is and how this relates to their position 
in providing activities and being responsible for others.

These guidelines apply to children, young people and vulnerable adults.

2.1 Key Principles of these guidelines

2.2 The Child / vulnerable adult must always be at the center of all our actions

Whatever the nature of the concern, all those involved with children and young people must 
place the needs of the child or young person above all other concerns. It is crucial that those 
involved in football are aware of this possibility and that all allegations are treated seriously 
and appropriate actions taken.

2.3 Every person is different. 

It can be more difficult for some to disclose abuse than for others. People from ethnic 
minorities may have regularly experienced racism which may lead them to believe ‘white 
people’, including those in authority roles, do not really care about their well-being. They 
may feel they have good reason to question whether your response will be any different. 
Disabled children and vulnerable adults will have to overcome additional barriers before 
feeling they can disclose abuse. They may rely on the abuser for their daily care and not know
of alternative sources of care or residence. The abuse may be the only attention/affection they 
have experienced. There may be communication difficulties and they will almost certainly 
have to overcome prejudices, which block our willingness to believe they may be abused, or 
to use their medical condition to explain away indicators which, in an able bodied child would
concern us. These groups of people need us to be extra vigilant and to give extra thought as to
how we will respond, if necessary.
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2.4 Abuse can happen anywhere.

Abuse can and does occur both within as well as outside the family setting. Although 
it is a sensitive and difficult issue, abuse has occurred within sport and may occur 
within other settings (e.g. other social activities). Recent inquiries indicate that abuse 
that takes place within a public setting is rarely a one-off event. Wherever the 
suspected abuse is taking place concerns should always be sensitively managed with 
tact and diplomacy.

Allegations may also relate to officers or members of the Club and may relate to poor 
practice where an adult’s or peer’s behaviour is inappropriate and may be causing 
concern to a young person. Poor practice includes any behaviour which contravenes 
existing Codes of Conduct, infringes an individuals’ rights and/or is a failure to fulfill 
the highest standards of care. Poor practice is unacceptable in football and will be 
treated seriously and appropriate actions taken. In some circumstances it may also 
relate to concerns regarding abuse or behaviour considered to indicate grooming of a 
child, young person, otr vulnerable adult.

Please remember

The Club will support anyone who, in good faith, reports his or her concern that a
colleague is, or may be, abusing a child/vulnerable adult.

2.5 Confidentiality.

Given the sensitive nature, it is vital that the confidentiality of the person experiencing
abuse is maintained as well as all information concerning adults or others involved in 
any concerns. Not all circumstances will be as they initially appear and for this reason
all information must be kept on a need to know basis.

2.6 Designated Person in Charge

On all occasions when activities are taking place under the club name, a designated 
person in charge will be identified. In most circumstances this will be the most senior 
person within the club present and will be the Team Manager or Team Coach.

If no identified person is deemed as in charge all concerns should be reported to the 
Club Safeguarding Officer.

3. What is Abuse

Abuse is a term used to describe ways in which persons are physically or mentally harmed, 
usually by adults and increasingly by peers. Often these are people they know and trust. It 
refers to the damage done to a person’s physical, mental or emotional health. People can be 
abused within or outside their family, at school and within the football environment. Abusive 
situations arise when adults or peers misuse their power over children or young people.

There are five main forms of abuse:
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3.1 Physical abuse

 Includes situations where a person is: 

 physically hurt (e.g. by hitting, shaking, squeezing, biting or burning) giving children 
or young people alcohol, cigarettes, inappropriate drugs or poison, attempting to 
suffocate or drown a person 

 Use excessive and inappropriate training methods
 In the football environment, physical abuse might also occur when the nature and 

intensity of training exceeds the capacity of the child’s or young person’s immature 
and growing body, (e.g. overtraining) and also when coaches encourage 
children/young people to take performance enhancing drugs or alcohol.

3.2 Neglect 

Includes situations in which:

 a person's basic physical needs (e.g. for food, warm clothing)are not met
 people are consistently left alone and unsupervised
 In the football environment, neglect might also occur if a teacher, coach or manager 

fails to ensure participants are safe, or exposes them to undue extremes of weather or 
risk of injury, e.g. through unsafe equipment.

3.3 Sexual abuse 

Includes situations in which

 adults/peers use children/vulnerable adults to meet their own sexual needs through: 
full sexual intercourse, masturbation, oral sex, fondling or anal intercourse showing 
them pornographic books, photographs or videos or taking inappropriate  photographs
for pornographic purposes

 In the football environment, sexual abuse might also occur when inappropriate 
physical contact takes place e.g. through inappropriate supporting, treatment or 
touching of a person

 Sexual Abuse can also include the preparation of a child/vulnerable adult for sexual 
abuse, known as grooming.

3.4 Emotional abuse 

Includes situations in which:

 there is a persistent lack of love, affection or attention shown to a person
 overprotection preventing individuals from socializing
 being frequently shouted at or taunted
 In the football environment, emotional abuse might also include situations where 

parents or coaches subject children or young people to constant criticism, bullying or 
unrealistic pressure to perform to high expectations or to attain standards they are 
clearly not able to reach.
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4. Bullying 

Is not always easy to define, can take many forms and is usually repeated over a period of 
time. The three main types are:

 Physical (e.g. hitting, kicking, theft), verbal (e.g. racist or homophobic remarks, 
threats, name calling) and emotional (e.g. isolating an individual from activities).

 They all will include: deliberate hostility and aggression towards a victim a victim 
who is weaker and less powerful than the bully or bullies an outcome which is always
painful and distressing for the victim 

Bullying behavior may also include: 
 sarcasm, 
 spreading rumors, 
 persistent teasing
 tormenting,
 ridiculing, 
 humiliation
 racial taunts, graffiti, gestures
 unwanted physical contact or abusive or offensive comments of a sexual nature

Emotional and verbal bullying is more common in football than physical violence; it can also 
be difficult to cope with or prove. 

4.1 What can Club Members do about bullying?

Once the Club has an anti-bullying policy it must ensure that everybody within the Club 
clearly understands that bullying will not be tolerated and what the implications are if 
bullying continues. Every Club member must be prepared to:

 take the problem seriously
 investigate the incident
 talk to bullies and victims, separately
 Decide on appropriate action, 
 such as: obtain apology from bully/ies to victim
 inform parents of the bully/ies
 insist on the return of items “borrowed” or stolen
 insist bullies compensate victim hold club discussions about bullying
 provide support for coach of victim encourage/support bully to change his/her 

behavior
 impose sanctions against bully/ies e.g. bullies will be excluded
 hold a follow up meeting with victim’s family to report progress
 inform all members of the Club about incident and action taken 
 keep a written record of incident and action taken

Every effort must be made by club members to ensure bullying is eradicated within football. 
It is important as bullying can result in children or young people becoming vulnerable and 
isolated. These particular children or young people could then become an easy target for adult
abusers.

5. Recognising Abuse: Signs and Symptoms.
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Even for those experienced in working with abuse, it is not always easy to recognise a 
situation where abuse may be occurring or has already taken place. Whether in a paid or 
voluntary capacity, most people are not experts at such recognition. Any concern about an 
individual’s welfare should be reported as outlined in these Procedures.

Indications that person may be being abused include:

 Unexplained or suspicious injuries such as bruising, cuts or burns, particularly if 
situated on a part of the body not normally prone to such injuries.

 Any injury for which the explanation seems inconsistent.
 The cperson describing what appears to be an abusive act involving him/her.
 Someone else – a child or adult, expressing concern about the welfare of another 

person.
 Unexplained changes in behaviour – e.g. becoming very quiet, withdrawn, or 

displaying sudden outbursts of temper.
 Sexual awareness inappropriate for age.
 Engaging in sexually explicit behaviour in games.
 Being mistrustful of adults, particularly those with whom a close relationship would 

normally be expected.
 Having difficulty in making friends.
 Being prevented from socialising with other children or young people.
 Variations in eating patterns including overeating or loss of appetite.
 Loss of weight for no apparent reason.
 Becoming increasingly dirty or unkempt.

It must be recognised that the above list is not exhaustive and the presence of one or more of 
the indicators is not proof that abuse is actually taking place. All persons will suffer cuts, 
bruising and grazes from time to time, and their behaviour may sometimes give cause for 
concern. There may well be reasons for these factors other than abuse. If, however, you are 
concerned about the welfare of a person

REMEMBER

YOU MUST ACT!

Do not assume that somebody else will.



6. Responding to Allegations, concerns or Suspicions 

All members of the Club have a responsibility to ensure the safety and welfare of children 
and to take appropriate steps to ensure that suspicions and allegations of abuse are taken 
seriously and responded to quickly and appropriately. It is not the responsibility of anyone 
within the club to decide whether or not child abuse has taken place. 

Orpington FC recognises and acknowledges that some individuals face additional 
vulnerabilities and extra barriers, e.g. looked after children, those with mental health issues, 
physical disability, children living in substitute accommodation arrangements and those with 
communication difficulties. 

Where there is a complaint against a member of staff the one of the following may occur: 

 A criminal investigation led by the Police 

 A child protection investigation led in a multi-agency approach by the Local Authority

 A disciplinary or misconduct investigation led by the club, which may also involve 
The Football Association or premier League. 

 The club will delay an internal disciplinary or misconduct investigation while a 
criminal or local authority investigation takes place. 

If you suspect abuse is taking place, or a report/allegation of abuse has been disclosed to 
them, where possible the Club Safeguarding Officers should be contacted as early as possible.
However it is recognised that an individual may need to respond to a situation immediately 
and prior to such contact if the nature of the suspicion or report is putting the child concerned 
in immediate danger. 

The following guidelines offer help and support in responding to abuse or a suspicion of 
abuse:  You should: 

 Listen carefully rather than question the child directly. 

 Stay calm and not offer their personal opinions/thoughts. 

 Be aware that medical or criminal evidence may be relevant. 

 Tell the child that you are listening and taking what they say extremely seriously. 

 Seek medical attention if necessary 

 Take further action – they may be the only person in a position to prevent future 
abuse.
 

 Inform the Safeguarding Officers of the information or another senior member of the 
Club if these are not available 

 Write down everything said (in their words as far as possible) and what was done – 
accuracy and detail is important. Keep this information stored in a secure place. 
Concerns can be recorded of the Safeguarding reporting form (template Annex VII) 

You should not: 



 Offer to keep any information disclosed confidential. Say there may be occasions 
where you have to pass the information to the Police or other adult 

 Make promises they cannot keep 

 Interrogate the child – it is not their job to carry out an investigation. 

 Cast doubt on what the child has told them – they shouldn’t interrupt or change the 
subject 

 Say anything that makes the child feel responsible for the abuse 

 Members should ensure a Safeguarding Officer is informed as soon as possible. They 
will know how to follow this up and where to go for further advice. The ‘reporting 
safeguarding concern’ form (which is available for all members) should be used to 
record information and pass to the Safeguarding Officers.

 Any injuries seen should be noted and recorded on a body map (which will be made 
available) 

7. Supplementary Guidelines

7.1 What if you accidentally hurt a child?

If you accidentally hurt a child and they seem distressed in any manner, appear sexually
aroused by your actions, or misunderstand something you have done, report any such incident
immediately to another Club Coach/official and make a brief written note of it. You should 
also inform the child's parents/carers, preferably in person. 

7.2 Is touching OK?

If a coaching technique would benefit from physical contact or support then first ask the
players permission (e.g. would you mind if I held your shoulders to show you what I mean?) 
It is useful to take time to explain why and how this is used to the player and their parent or 
carer. Touching can be OK and appropriate as long as it is neither intrusive nor disturbing.

7.3 What should you do as a coach if you have allegations made against you?

If as a coach you have had allegations made against you and you wish to discuss the matter
with an impartial adviser you could contact the County FA appointed Safeguarding Officer. 
That person will have had no involvement with the reported concerns or incident and will be 
able to support and advise you as to how to proceed.
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Orpington FC

Respect Code of Conduct :

Young Players

When playing football, I will:

• Always play to the best of my ability
and for the benefit of my team
• Play fairly – I won’t cheat, dive, complain 
or waste time
• Respect my team-mates, the other team,
the referee or my coach/manager.
• Play by the rules, as directed by the referee
• Be gracious in victory and defeat – I will 
shake hands with the other team and referee 
before or at the end of the game
• Listen and respond to what my coach/team 
manager tells me
• Understand that a coach has to do what is 
best for the team and not one individual 
player
• Talk to someone I trust or the club welfare 
officer if I’m unhappy about anything at my 
club.

I understand that if I do not follow the 
Code, any/all of the following actions may 
be taken by my club, County FA or The 
FA:

I may:

• Be required to apologise to my team-
mates ,the other team, referee or team 
manager
• Receive a formal warning from the coach or
the club committee
• Be dropped or substituted
• Be suspended from training
• Be required to leave the club

In addition:

• My club, may make my parent or carer 
aware of any infringements of the Code of 
Conduct
• The FA/County FA could impose a fine
and suspension against my club
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Orpington FC

Respect Code of Conduct:

Spectators and Parents/Carers

We all bear a collective responsibility to set a 
good example and help provide a positive 
environment in which children can learn and 
enjoy the game.

Play your part and observe The FA’s Respect 
Code of Conduct for spectators at all times

 Remember that children play for FUN.
 Applaud effort and good play as well as 

success.
 Respect the Referee’s decisions even 

when you don’t agree with them
 Appreciate good play from whatever 

team it comes from
 Remain behind the touchline and within 

the Designated Spectators’ Area (where 
provided)

 Let the coaches do their job and not 
confuse the players by telling them what 
to do

 Encourage the players to respect the 
opposition, referee and match officials

 Support positively. When players make a 
mistake offer them encouragement not 
criticism

 Never engage in, or tolerate, offensive, 
insulting, or abusive language or 
behaviour

I understand that if I do not follow the Code, 
any/all of the following actions may be taken 
by my club, County FA or The FA:

I may be:
 Issued with a verbal warning from a club 

or league official
 Required to meet with the club, league or

CFA Welfare Officer
 Required to meet with the club 

committee
 Obliged to undertake an FA education 

course
 Obliged to leave the match venue by the 

club
 Requested by the club not to attend future

games
 Suspended or have my club membership 

removed
 Required to leave the club along with any

dependents
 If asked to leave, the club has no 

responsibility to return any monies paid 
but may do after decision by the 
executive.

In addition:

The FA/County FA could impose a fine and/or 
suspension on the club



APPENDIX III

Orpington FC

Respect Code of Conduct:

Coaches, Managers and Officials
We all bear a collective responsibility to set a 
good example and help provide a positive 
environment in which children can learn and 
enjoy the game.
Play your part and observe The FA’s Respect 
Code of Conduct at all times.

On and off the field, I will:

• Use my position to set a positive example for 
the people I am responsible for
• Show respect to others involved in the game 
including match officials, opposition players, 
coaches, managers,
officials and spectators
• Adhere to the laws and spirit of the game
• Promote Fair Play and high standards of 
behaviour
• Respect the match official’s decision
• Never enter the field of play without the 
referee’s permission
• Never engage in, or tolerate, offensive, insulting
or abusive language or behaviour
• Be aware of the potential impact of bad 
language on other participants, facility users or 
neighbours
• Be gracious in victory and defeat

When working with players, I will:

• Place the well-being, safety and enjoyment of 
each player above everything, including winning
• Never engage in or tolerate any form of 
bullying
• Ensure all activities I organise are appropriate 
for the players’ ability level, age and maturity
• Co-operate fully with others in football (e.g. 
officials, doctors, physiotherapists, welfare 
officers) for each player’s best interests

I understand that if I do not follow the Code, 
any/all of the following actions may be taken 
by my club, County FA or The FA:

I may be:

• Required to meet with the club, league or 
County Welfare Officer
• Suspended by the club from attending matches
• Suspended or fined by the County FA
• Required to leave or be sacked by the club

In addition:

• My FA Coaching Licence may be withdrawn

Appendix IV



Orpington FC

Respect Code of Conduct:

Match Officials
We all have a responsibility to promote high 
standards of behaviour in the game.

The behaviour of the match officials has an 
impact, directly and indirectly, on the conduct of 
everyone involved in the game – both on the 
pitch and on the sidelines.

Play your part and observe The FA’s Respect 
Code of Conduct of match officials at all time.

I will:

• Be honest and completely impartial at all times
• Apply the Laws of the Game and competition 
rules fairly and consistently
• Manage the game in a positive, calm and 
confident manner
• Deal with all instances of violence, aggression, 
unsporting behaviour, foul play and other 
misconduct
• Set a positive personal example by promoting 
good behaviour and showing respect to everyone 
involved in the game

• Communicate with the players and encourage 
fair play
• Respond in a clear, calm and confident manner 
to any appropriate request for clarification by the 
team captains
• Prepare physically and mentally for every 
match
• Complete and submit, accurate and concise 
reports within the time limit required for games 
in which I officiate.
• Never tolerate offensive, insulting or abusive 
language or behaviour from players and team 
officials
• Support my match official colleagues at all 
times

I understand that if I do not follow the Code, 
the following actions may be taken by my 
County FA or The FA:

I may be:

• Required to meet with The FA/County FA 
Refereeing Official
• Required to meet with The FA/County FA 
Refereeing Committee

Appendix V



Orpington FC

Respect Code of Conduct:

Adult Players
We all have a responsibility to promote high 
standards
of behaviour in the game

Play your part and observe The FA’s Respect 
Code of Conduct for players at all times.

On and off the field, I will:

• Adhere to the Laws and spirit of The Game
• Promote Fair Play
• Abide by the match officials decisions
• Never engage in public criticism of the match 
officials
• Never engage in offensive, insulting or abusive 
language or behaviour
• Be aware of the potential impact of bad 
language on other participants, facility users or 
neighbours
• Never engage in bullying, intimidation or 
harassment
• Speak to my team-mates, the opposition and my
coach/manager with respect.
• Remember we all make mistakes.
• Win or lose with dignity. Shake hands with the 
opposing team and the referee before or at the 
end of every game.

I understand that if I do not follow the Code, 
any/all of the following actions may be taken 
by my club, County FA or The FA:

I may:

• Be required to apologise to team-mates,
the other team, referee or team manager
• Receive a warning from the coach
• Receive a written warning from the club 
committee
• Be required to attend a FA education course
• Be dropped or substituted
• Be suspended from training
• Not be selected for the team
• Be required to serve a suspension
• Be fined
• Be required to leave the club

In addition:

• The FA/County FA could impose a fine
and/or suspension on the club

Appendix VI



Orpington FC

Safeguarding: Managers Guidance

OUR POLICY

 The Club accept that children’s welfare is paramount and all children, whatever their age, 
culture, disability, gender or religious belief, have the right to protection from abuse. All 
suspicions and allegations of abuse will be taken seriously and responded to swiftly and 
appropriately. This is the responsibility of every adult involved in football. 

 The Club will provide the highest possible standard of care to all children and Young people in 
the club. As a part of this duty of care, the Club recognises its responsibility to safeguard the 
welfare of all children and young people by protecting them from physical, sexual or emotional 
harm and from neglect or bullying 

 The Club declares its full support and compliance with the FA Safeguarding policies and 
procedures, and those of the SELKENT League. Clear practices and procedures will ensure that 
everyone knows exactly what is expected of them in relation to the protection of children and 
young people within our sport. The club will therefore ensure all coaches and managers are 
aware of this policy and of the Football Association’s Safeguarding Procedures.

 All suspicions or allegations of abuse will be taken seriously and responded to swiftly and 
appropriately, in line with the Football Association’s Safeguarding Procedures.

WHAT IS CHILD ABUSE

Sexual

Boys and girls can be sexually abused. Abuse can include:

 Full sexual intercourse, masturbation, oral sex, fondling
 Showing  children  pornographic  books  or  videos  or  taking  pornographic  photographs  or

videos
Physical

 Physical  injuries  to  children  by  hitting,  shaking,  squeezing,  biting  or  burning.  In  football
situations, as with all  sports, physical abuse may occur when the nature and intensity of
training exceeds the capacity of the child’s body.

Neglect

 Where adults fail to meet a child’s basic physical needs. E.g. food, warmth and clothing.
 Constantly leaving children alone and unsupervised
 Fail or refuse to give children love, affection or attention

Emotional

 Persistent lack of love or affection
 Children frequently being shouted at or being taunted
 Emotional abuse in football may include situations where parents or coaches subject children to

constant criticism, bullying or unrealistic pressure to perform to high expectations.

YOU SHOULD ALWAYS:

 Treat all players and children with respect and dignity befitting of their age, watch your language,
tone of voice

YOU SHOULD NEVER:



 Engage in rough, physical or sexually provocative games including horseplay

 Allow or engage in inappropriate or intrusive touching of any kind

 Allow children to use inappropriate language unchallenged

 Make sexually suggestive comments to a child even in fun

 Let allegations a child make go unchallenged or unrecorded, always act

 Invade the privacy of children when they are changing, showering or going to the toilet

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO ACT ON YOUR CONCERNS AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT

YOU SHOULD AVOID:

o Doing things of a personal nature that children can do for themselves. E.g. help with
changing

o Spending excessive amounts of time alone with children away from others
o Taking children alone on car journeys, however short
o Taking children to your home

Where these situations are unavoidable, first seek parental consent where possible. If  unable to
speak to the parents, always inform them of the circumstances as soon as practicable.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

 Pain, itching, bruising or bleeding to genital area
 Stomach pains
 Discomfort when walking
 Unexplained sources of money
 Inappropriate sexual drawings / language / behaviour
 Aggressive, withdrawn or fear of one person
 Unexplained or untreated injuries
 Injuries on unlikely or unusual parts of the body
 Cigarette burns, bites or belt marks, scalds
 Fear of parents being contacted, going home or receiving medical advice
 Flinching when touched
 Refusal to discuss injury
 Covering arms or legs
 Poor personal hygiene
 Constantly hungry
 Inappropriate clothing or dress
 Constantly tired
 Lonely, no friends
 Under weight
 No parental support or interest
 Dishevelled appearance
 Over Reaction to mistakes

 Sudden speech disorders
 Extremes of emotions
 Self mutilation




There may not be any signs you may just feel that something is wrong. If you are worried, it is not 
your responsibility to decide if it is abuse

WHAT TO DO IF A CHILD DISCLOSES ABUSE OR YOU SUSPECT ABUSE

 Understand that this may be the only time the child has built up courage to tell someone what
has happened

 Stop what you are doing and respect the child’s privacy
 Stay calm and re-assuring
 Listen to what they tell you, tell them that whatever the circumstances they are not to blame
 Do not react in a way that may add to the child’s distress e.g. anger or shock
 Explain that you cannot promise to keep what the child tells you a secret, you may have to tell

someone else
 Do not question the child in depth, do not ask leading questions, i.e. questions that need a “yes”

or “no” answer
 Only ask questions to establish exactly what was done and who did it
 Tell the child that you are pleased they decided to tell someone and that they are absolutely

right to do so
 Let the child know that you understand how difficult it is to talk about such experiences
 Inform the Team Manager (unless implicated)
 Contact the Club Safeguarding Officer without delay
 Do not contact parents until you have received advice
 Make an accurate record of the time and date and exactly what was said

Useful Contacts:

Club Safeguarding Officers:

Steve Hall 01689813189

Jason Loom 07905063463

NSPCC Childline: 0800 1111

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO ACT ON YOUR CONCERNS AND DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT.



Club Child/Vulnerable Adult Protection Referral Form.

Name of Child

Dob/ Age Ethnicity

Home Address

Details of Concerns

Injuries/Bruises observed

Date Concerns identified   By Whom

Who notified and date    Other Action Taken     

Social Services Y/N

Police                Y/N

FA CPO            Y/N

Signed                                                       date
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